NEXT-GENERATION DRIVER
SAFETY TRAINING FOR
YOUR WORKFORCE.
Your work team can master the rules of
the road in virtual reality—coupled with
a complete, concentrated classroom
curriculum—to achieve safer and better
drivers of your company cars, fleet vehicles
or trucks.
It’s state-of-the-art technology offered in a
setting that’s among the first of its kind in the
nation.
Businesses and industries demand it. Our
citizens and roadways deserve it. The
Safety Council of Southwest Louisiana has
responded to offer it.

To schedule training, or for more information:

(337) 436-3354
safetyswla.org

SAFETY FIRST. ALWAYS.
Safety is paramount—it’s the reason for driver
safety training, and with virtual reality training,
your team members learn at their own pace in
an environment that’s fully safe, regardless of
their skill level.

Lake Charles Office
1201 Ryan Street, Lake Charles, LA 70601
Sulphur Office
3621 E. Napoleon Street, Sulphur, LA 70663

NEXT-GENERATION
DRIVER SAFETY TRAINING
FOR YOUR WORKFORCE

BENEFITS DRIVERS
AND EMPLOYERS
Training at the Workforce Driving Academy is
comprised of classroom sessions with certified
instructors teaching from a detailed curriculum
with innovative virtual reality (VR) driving sessions
integrated to explore and retain instruction. The
course focuses on skills necessary to reduce risk and
accidents. The strategies and factors include:

+
+
+
+
+

Defensive driving
Visual targeting
Adverse conditions
Confined space
Focused driving

Virtual reality is then implemented to provide a safer,
measurable alternative to road testing.

+

Each individual console is equipped with a bucket
seat, steering wheel, and accelerator and brake
pedals. After buckling up, the driver is fitted with
adjustable goggles with speakers. The console
then comes alive with a virtual-reality view of a car
or truck interior.

+ Trainees take to the road—following speed limits,

negotiating curves and traffic, and staying focused
during darkness, rain and other driving challenges
all on terrain simulated to look like local roads and
industrial routes.

+

Training software tracks speed, skill and response
moment to moment. Overhead, a wall monitor
gives the instruction team a real-time view and
statistical display of the trainee’s progress.

Students are graded on retention of course concepts
with a final computerized assessment. Remedial
testing is provided. Students receive resources to take
back to work to help them put their new safety skills
into practice—and your company receives materials
to help implement and support a safe driving culture.

COST-EFFECTIVE
AND CUSTOMIZABLE
Situated in Southwest Louisiana, the Workforce
Driving Academy provides for a convenient
location for driving training in the region—
reducing travel expenditures for similar
programs.
The training is an annual, four-hour course,
offered six days a week. Individuals and groups
may be scheduled. Additionally, accelerated
computer-based learning is available for those
employees who may not frequently operate
a company vehicle, but may still benefit from
safety training.
Custom course development is available. The
Workforce Driving Academy can integrate your
company’s policies and procedures into the
written section of the program.

